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Secondly, a large portion of memory error is due to influences that 
may be grouped under that of habit. We remember things as we 
have been accustomed to experience them. The individual charac- 
teristics, then, of particular things give rise to memory illusions.'3 
Thirdly, esthetic influences enter memory constructions. We re- 
member things in the ways that are most pleasing, and thus in par- 
ticular instances deviate from the facts. 

These suggestions stand in close relation to some of the preceding. 
But they can serve as a starting-point of more or less independent 
directions of study that will contribute to the general result. The 
psychological methods by which one comes to believe that a thing is 
as he has stated is not readily detected in introspection even by the 
trained subject. The memory illusions offer a line of approach to 
the analysis of memory methods, to the possibly various ways in 
which the so-called recognitive consciousness can be aroused. 

F. KUHLMANN. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

THE NATURE OF EXPERIENCE 

THE recent discussion of the subject-object relation, particularly 
that by Professor James in the article 'Does Consciousness 

Exist,' has a metaphysical bearing whose full significance has not, 
it seems to me, been grasped. Consciousness-in-general of the 
Kantian tradition made current an abstract and vaguely impersonal 
treatment of experience which gracefully avoided the more difficult 
problems of the relation of the individual to other individuals and 
to the universe. As Riehl points out, the transcendental ego, the 
subject, is logical, not actual; timeless, not undergoing change. Con- 
sequently, by a process analogous to the transference of feeling, ex- 
perience lost its concreteness and took to itself the grayness of ab- 
straction, nor was this much remedied by the term 'organic' so 
frequently applied. The question asked by the tyro in philosophy, 
Whose experience? was looked upon as the sign of the uninitiate. 
It is this question, however, that personal idealism, casting aside all 
shame, is asking.1 

Disregarding, then, a logical approach to metaphysics such as 
13 This was suggested first by Leuba, 'An Instrument for Weber's Law, 

with Indications of a Law of Sense Memory,' American Journal of Psychology, 
Vol. V. 

1 It is interesting in this connection to contrast T. H. Green and such 
writers as James in the article, in this JOURNAL, 'How Two Minds Can Know 
One Thing,' and Gibson in 'Philosophical Introduction to Ethics,' especially 
lecture VIII. 
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that used by Bradley and Taylor in the principle of contradiction, 
as tending to the neglect of this most vital of all problems in its 
blindfold plunge into experience-in-general, there remains another 
line of argument used, secondarily by Bradley2 and Taylor,3 and 
essentially by Strong, that of the relation of individuals to each 
other. It is on this pathway that a new light has recently shone 
due to the illuminating analysis of the nature of consciousness and 
the definition of the physical and psychical. First of all, then, what 
is an individual? 

It seems incumbent upon us to recognize with social psychology 
that my experience and my self have not the same extension. At 
times the self may be more dominant and absorb, as it were, more of 
experience into itself, but it can never engulf all without destroying 
itself.4 The self seems, therefore, to be but one fact in my experi- 
ence, though, naturally, the most important one in my ordinary 
practical life. Other selves and even things may become the centers 
of interest for other moments. Suppose I have been wondering what 
a friend thinks of a certain topic. Coming to a decision, I express a 
judgment of the same general nature, as judgment, as that in which 
I refer an attribute to my house. The processes are logically similar, 
though in the one case the thing referred to is largely perceptual, 
in the other largely conceptual. Both thing and person, moreover, 
I regard as possessing capacities and potentialities, i. e., I make them 
centers of relation to myself. The house has the properties of re- 
sistance to the wind, of inflammability, etc.; the person has a capacity 
of choice, desire, movement. There is nothing more mysterious in 
the one case than in the other. Do I project this self into another 
body? Does it exist in my head and, then, find reference to a ma- 
terial thing? By no means. I must begin my experience perceptu- 
ally always. The difference lies in the fact that this particular 
focus of my experience can from its activity (going beyond the thing 
in movement and social relations) associate with itself a complex 
concept like that I form of myself. I am actively constructive, 
however, with regard to both things. The question of a logical in- 
ference from identity of body5 or of instinct6 finds its solution here. 
The mind-body dualism arises contemporaneously in my thought of 
my self and of other selves. Both grow up as psychophysical organ- 
isms on the same footing, and both remain such in the actual business 
of life. I react to the person, as a whole, mind and body; sometimes 

2 'Appearance and Reality,' Ch. XXI. 
3 'Metaphysics,' Bk. III., Ch. II. 
I Bradley, op. cit., Ch. IX. 
' Bradley, op. cit., Ch. XXI. 
6 Strong, op. cit., Ch. X. 
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with more attention to the one, as in a foot-race, sometimes more to 
the other, as in a competitive examination; but with neither, at any 
time, totally excluded. 

The question is raised by these writers, How can I leap the gap 
from one stream of consciousness to another? Partly, this can be 
answered, by pointing out the genetic fallacy as I did above. There 
is, however, a deeper question involved here. 

The psychologist has a stream of consciousness in which every- 
thing is considered psychical.7 Two positions may result, (1) dual- 
ism, (2) solipsism. In the one, we wonder how we can get to things 
in an external world. In the other, we are cut off from other selves. 
This psychological standpoint is responsible for many errors in logic 
and metaphysics. Mr. Bradley's logic is vitiated by it. His psy- 
chical existences are false creations of this fallacy. Professor 
Strong's book, to my mind the most serious and most illuminating 
book in present-day metaphysics, is also distorted by it, but to a less 
extent because he has the true instinct of the realist.8 

It is ordinarily maintained to be possible to make everything psy- 
chical, but not everything physical. The psychical is omnivorous 
in a way that (pace materialism) the physical can not be. I would 
deny this power of reducing everything to psychical terms. This 
assumption results from the stream-of-consciousness fallacy which 
goes back to Kant's inner sense. It also comes from a wrong con- 
ception of identity, an identity of content and not of function. 

Physiological psychology parallels perceptual qualities by sensa- 
tions, and the psychical becomes a sort of duplication of the phys- 
ical, sensations, of qualities. The realism of Hobhouse is justified 
as a revolt against such a subjectivism; I refer here, of course, to his 
theory of simple apprehension. I believe this to be the unconscious 
motive for his position. Perceptual qualities have so much in com- 
mon with images that they, also, are identified, a distinction of func- 
tion being swept aside by a static similarity of content. This would 
lead to a criticism of Professor James's radical empiricism, where a 
difference of function is made into a static difference of associates. 
I would refer to the work of Professor Dewey in this connection, for 
I am largely indebted to him. 

Once again, this problem of the relation of selves is further com- 
plicated by a confusion of the self and the subject. It is this that 
makes the fallacy of the so-called states of the self. In our usual 
scientific reflection, we have experience-in-general, i. e., a more or 
less impersonal attitude.9 But this impersonal attitude is hard to 

' James, 'Principles of Psychology,' Ch. IV.; Strong, 'Why Mind has a 
Body,' Oh. IX. 

8af. Chs. X and XI. 
9 Cf. Baldwin, 'Genetic Logic,' Ch. XI. 
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maintain when we are not outward-looking. Accordingly, we have 
the subject, the 'I breathe' of James, identified with, or rather im- 
mersed in, the self. This, also, gives solipsism. Ordinarily, we 
have two sorts of relations in consciousness, (1) knower-known or 
subject-object, (2) the contrast relation between the self and other 
selves. In solipsism of this kind, the subject with its objects of 
experience is identified with the self and, then, takes the contrast- 
relation with other selves. Yet solipsism is always regarded as fool- 
ishness, and rightly so, since persons must be reckoned with to under- 
stand ourselves. The contrast relation can not be ignored. 

But we are not out of the labyrinth yet. We still have the 
fallacy of introjection to face. The mind-body dualism is an arti- 
fact produced by introjection also. That this, first clearly distin- 
guished by Avenarius, has been important in the development of 
what Baldwin calls the 'substantive mode,' seems indubitable. The 
usual exposition gives the common object, e. g., the sun, as causally 
connected with a perceptual brain state, and somehow floating un- 
attached is an image representing the common object. This leads 
to the grossly representational theory of knowledge. But it is only 
with the greatest difficulty, even involving distortion of the facts, 
that such a view can be applied to the individual himself. This per- 
ceptual image we postulate in another's mind is not noticed by our- 
selves. We simply perceive the object. As Strong, among others, 
has well pointed out, to consider this perceptual object as causing 
our percept involves a vicious circle. 

If my analysis is correct, the mind-body dualism has faded, and 
I can again ask the question, What is the individual? My experi- 
ence, then, includes both the physical and psychical in functional 
relation to each other. This relation is not causal. Added to this is 
the assertion by science of a relation of our consciousness and our 
organism. I use consciousness in the sense No. 6 of Dewey's defini- 
nitions.10 The brain develops gradually by a process of cephaliza- 
tion or central control, concurrent with which is the increase of intel- 
ligence. Neurology has apparently discovered that consciousness 
arises only in a circuit of five neurones and involves the Golgi cell, 
type II. My last card and my strongest is, however, an appeal to 
death. Philosophy, says Plato, is a meditation on death. Here 
Locke's query about sleep might be quoted. This shows I am making 
a frank appeal to functional psychology as advanced by Professor 
Angell, and to the theory of evolution as Professor Strong does. 

Now human beings function ultimately only through their organ- 
isms. There is no other means of communication, so far as known. 
Hence the functional relations of psychophysical organisms are en- 

10 This JOURNAL, Vol. III., No. 2. 
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tirely shadowed forth in this way. From our analysis we have two 
seemingly basal facts: (1) selves do not exclude each other; (2) 
things have relation to one another. Now comes the crux of meta- 
physics-the question of the relation between individuals and, in- 
volved in this, the further question, how two minds can know one 
thing. Pausing for a moment to count our resources, we find: (1) 
the relation of the foci of my experience differs correspondently 
with the relation of things and psychophysical things; (2) with the 
extrusion of a mysterious transcendental ego or consciousness as a 
structural entity, everything in experience can be expressed func- 
tionally. Our consciousness is, then, a function of the total stress 
relations of that node or focus in the universe usually denominated 
the psychophysical organism. This focus or ganglion and its com- 
plexity are the product of evolution and must not be looked upon as 
either merely psychical or merely physical. To do so would involve 
the false abstractions of materialism and panpsychism. This seems 
to me to satisfy the claims of realism for more than our conscious- 
ness and science for the vast realms of energy lately revealed. 

Finally, epistemology must reckon with evolution, for only thus 
can it explain common knowledge by similarity of organization and 
relationships. The identity involved in the common object must be 
interpreted functionally, i. e., similar organizations in similar rela- 
tions will have functionally identical experiences. The old static 
identity of content will hold only within each individual's experience, 
and even then only partially. In short, different individuals can 
not have experiences in any sense numerically identical. In such a 
realistic metaphysics the fundamental categories would seem to be 
process, organization, differentiation, tension and node or focus. 

R. W. SELLARS. 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 

DISCUSSION 

THE MADNESS OF THE ABSOLUTE 

ONE of the facts about the universe which should be most dis- 
tressing to moralists and enthusiasts for 'disinterested' know- 

ing is the difficulty of getting even philosophers to think exhaust- 
ively about the logical alternatives and consequences of their theories. 
Of these there are always multitudes which no one ever examines, 
because they are not conducive or agreeable to the interests of the 
human kind, or even to the partisan interests of particular thinkers. 
And so when any one tries to fill up one of these logical gaps, his 
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